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the Mississaugas of the Credit, the Anishnabeg, the Chippewa, the 
Haudenosaunee and the Wendat peoples and is now home to 
many diverse First Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples
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At the 1919 dedication, the President of the Oregon Historical 
Society a the virtues of the Anglo-Saxon race, stating,

"the Anglo-Saxon race is a branch of the Teutonic race. It was 
and is a liberty-loving race. It believes in the protection of life 
and of liberty an in the rights of property and the pursuit of 
happiness. This race has large powers of assimilation, and its 
great ideas of liberty and of the rights of mankind caused 
other races to become a part of it, so it became a people as 
well as a race."

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oregon_Historical_Society
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oregon_Historical_Society
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Boarding School Era

"In the difference of language today lies two-thirds of 
our trouble ... Schools should be established, which 
children should be required to attend; their 
barbarous dialects should be blotted out and the 
English language substituted”.

J. D. C. Atkins - Annual Report by the 
Commissioner on Indian Affairs for the year 
1868







http://travel.nationalgeographic.com/travel/enduring-voices/ 
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Boarding School Legacy
Individuals

● Loss of identity
● Low self esteem
● No sense of safety
● Institutionalized
● Difficulty forming healthy relationships

Families
● Loss of parental power
● Near destruction of extended family system

Tribal Communities
● Loss of sense of community
● Loss of language
● Loss of tribal traditions and ceremonies

Tribal Nations
● Weakened nations structure
● Depleted numbers for enrollment



Boarding School Legacy

2014 report on Native youth

●  More than 1 of 3 American Indian and Alaska Native 

children live in poverty

● American Indian/Alaskan Native high school graduation 

rate is 67%, the lowest of any racial/ethnic 

demographic group 

● Bureau of Indian Education (BIE) schools have a 

graduation rate of 53%, (compared to a national 

average of 80%)

● Suicide is 2.5 times the national rate—for Native youth 

in the 15 to 24 year old age group.



Native language learning within a rich cultural 

context is a protective factor that supports 

wellness and academic achievement of Native 

students.



Native language learning within a rich cultural 

context is a protective factor that supports 

wellness and academic achievement of Native 

students. Chandler, M.J., Lalonde, C., Sokol, B., 
Hallett, D. & Marcia, J. 2003. Personal 
persistence, identity development, and 
suicide: A study of native and 
non-native North American adoles-
cents. Monographs of the Society for 
Research in Child Development 68(2): 
i–138.

Hallett, D., Chandler, M. & Lalonde, C. 
2007. Aboriginal language knowledge 
and youth suicide. Cognitive 
Development 22: 392–399. doi: 
10.1016/j.cogdev.2007.02.001













LR fundamentally different
The Teacher-Learner

These are the homelands

Forced vs. voluntary assimilation

ex) Russification of Ukraine
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Extractive Linguistics
Knowledge as a commodity

Logic of Domination

● European forms of knowledge spread
● Indigenous knowledge suppressed
● Native informants trained

Language as object divorced from the 
community who speaks it. 

Ex) Revitalizing from documentation
Ex) Miccosukee language
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Ichishkíin Language
With Nez Perce is the Sahaptian family.

Collectively is the largest language group, landwise and number of L1 (50+) and 
bilingual speakers (4 adults), and L2 (children, youth, young adults, adults  (100+) 
learners, and learner-teachers, in Washington and Oregon.  

Dictionaries and grammars/grammatical sketches exist for Yakama, Umatilla and 
Warm Springs dialects/languages. 



Eugene

https://critfc.org/for-kids-home/for-kids/i
ndians-and-indian-tribes/ 
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Class Wáḵ’amu Project – Linguistics Seminar

Linguistics 407/507 Seminar

“Language Revitalization: A community perspective”

Winter Quarter 2015

15 students, both UG and Gr

Mixed Native and Non-native 



Class Wáḵ’amu Project – Linguistics Seminar

• Goals

• Training linguistics students

• Curriculum development

• Language documentation

• What is compelling to all the participants?

• Projects go to communities

• Experience documenting language and creating teaching materials 

• Contributing to the corpus of Ichishkíin texts



Class Wáḵ’amu Project Products – Linguistics Seminar

● addressed the request of a Yakima Ichishkíin speaking Elder to document a 
traditional food by creating teaching materials 

● documented in Ichishkíin wáq’amu (‘camas’) identification, life cycle, 
gathering, preparation and use

● developed lesson plans and materials with the input of tribal teachers  
● curriculum was piloted at a Yakama reservation high school and at the UO 
● refined at NILI’s summer program, which led to additional documentation
● materials are now part of the Ichishkíin language curriculum, 
● are used as materials to further document language and processes involving 

wáq’amu. 



Class Wáḵ’amu Project – Linguistics Seminar

• Student created
• identification 
• life cycle 
• gathering 
• preparation and preservation 



Class Wáḵ’amu Project – Linguistics Seminar



Wáḵ’amu Tsáxtsam



Tun íchi iwá? Wapiitatát’ashamatash



Áyat iwíip’iksha wáḵ’amu támaktay.

The woman is pressing out the liquid in the camas 
for baking in the ground. 





Documentation projects 

Wáḵ’amu Project student-created materials circle around to serve 
as prompts for additional documentation.

• Materials are compelling to elders
• Provides an example of what can be done and 

how it can be done  
• Builds trust in academic institutions
• Involves multiple elders and contexts; 

provides valuable feedback about about 
revisions and expansion of topic 
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Grinevald & Sinha, 2016

Ex) Objective impartial science > social work > social engineering





Class Wáḵ’amu Project – Actors



Actors

At UO    Professor, students, Elder, videographer trainer, Ichishkíin language 
instructor, Ichishkíin students, Associate Dean of Humanities, Dean of College of 
Arts and Sciences, Professor of/head of Linguistics Department, Professor of 
Education and Yakama Tribal member

At Summer Institute 3 Ichishkíin Elders for Yakama and Umatilla tribes, 
15 students, tribal members from Umatilla, Yakama and Warm Springs tribes, 2 
UO student volunteers

At Tribe Ichishkíin Elder 3 Ichishkíin language teachers, 50 high school 
students, 15 university students
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tribal member) 

Language Instructor

Students 

Deans 
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Actors 
Comments



University Dean
...offering Ichishkíin gives our students another option for language study and 
contributes to the UO’s diverse, demanding, and high-quality curriculum.  That kind 
of curriculum makes us a strong Research 1 institution.  Ichishkíin study serves 
students who want to learn, in particular, about Native languages and culture because it 
is their own language and culture, because of an interest in the Pacific Northwest 
cultures, and/or because of myriad other interests.  



Tribal Leader
..the intellectual project of participating in Ichishkíin language documentation 
and revitalization serves as a scholarly contribution as well as social 
justice praxis toward building a “moral community” that recognizes the 
inherent worth of Indigenous languages as invaluable contributions to a 
society that values diverse worldviews. 



University Instructor 
The communities have not historically been well served by academic 
institutions. With respect, trust and time, the tribal communities... see 
benefits in collaborating with universities.Today, these communities 
are our partners in research, are regaining some trust in the 
mainstream educational system and enhance our collective 
research. 



Tribal  HS Teacher 
That was the first time I had been introduced to linguistics 
as a educational discipline. As a bonus, during my initial NILI 
session, linguistic terms and examples were provided to 
me in Ichishkin. It was at this time I saw linguistics as a way 
of helping me better understand, teach, and more quickly learn 
Ichishkin. I saw linguistics as a tool to help unlock the 
code that holds languages together



Graduate Student 
My connections with the tribes and the university have 
been strengthened. For my senior thesis of my undergrad, 
I worked with a tribal elder and that connection was made 
through NILI. Also just gaining so many personal 
connections...helps bridge gaps. 



Tribal HS/Undergrad Student 
I have really enhanced my language learning experience because I 
have been exposed to classes and people who are so knowledgeable 
about Indigenous languages. It has also inspired me to work with 
my Indigenous language.   ...helped get to know the welcoming 
community here at the university before I came in the Fall. 



Partnerships
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Impacts/Benefits - to Language Work at the Tribe  

● Builds capacity at schools and tribes
● Is multidisciplinary and transdisciplinary 
● Develops strategies for institutional relationships and Ichishkíin language 

revitalization 
● Is based on direct participation with and by Ichishkíin communities
● Creates a collaborative space for Ichishkíin elders, teachers, adult and youth 

learners



Impacts/Benefits - to the Academy

● Indigenizes the academy
● Provides a pipeline (ACK!) for Native students to attend higher ed institutions
● The class and summer institute maintains a continuity of developing teaching 

and linguistic materials and relationships with elders, teachers and learners, 
tribes

● Supports cross-institutional agreement of University and Tribal MOU
● Materials are accessible in resource bank at UO 





https://view.genial.ly/5fa4399ff6a0570d40019664/interactive-image-nili-as-a-river-3 
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Conclusion - Working equitably on collaborative projects…     

● strengthens existing partnerships and long standing tribal-institutional 
relationships

● helps break down barriers between academia and tribal communities
● is responsive to speech communities needs and 
● promotes reciprocity
● honors and incorporates tribal values, 
● promotes the human and linguistic rights of Native teachers, students and 

communities (Roskos 2004, Falcón and Jacob 2011, Brayboy et al. 2012).
● promotes sharing linguistic and cultural knowledge; 
● products are improved, and relationships between academic and tribal 

institutions are strengthened



https://animikii.com/news/decolonizing-digital-the-future-is-indigenous 
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Kw’aɬanúushamatash
hayu masi 

Shu’ shaa-nii-la
(Thank you)
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